Abstract-Inspection is an effective but also expensive quality assurance activity to find defects early during software development. The defect detection process, team size, and staff hours invested can have a considerable impact on the defect detection effectiveness and cost-benefit of an inspection. In this paper, we use empirical data and a probabilistic model to estimate this impact for nominal (noncommunicating) inspection teams in an experiment context. Further, the analysis investigates how cutting off the inspection after a certain time frame would influence inspection performance. Main findings of the investigation are: 1) Using combinations of different reading techniques in a team is considerably more effective than using the best single technique only (regardless of the observed level of effort). 2) For optimizing the inspection performance, determining the optimal process mix in a team is more important than adding an inspector (above a certain team size) in our model. 3) A high level of defect detection effectiveness is much more costly to achieve than a moderate level since the average cost for the defects found by the inspector last added to a team increases more than linearly with growing effort investment. The work provides an initial baseline of inspection performance with regard to process diversity and effort in inspection teams. We encourage further studies on the topic of time usage with defect detection techniques and its effect on inspection effectiveness in a variety of inspection contexts to support inspection planning with limited resources.
INTRODUCTION
S OFTWARE engineering denotes a systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable approach to software development, which involves a large part of human effort. In humanbased activities, defects, which are product anomalies that deviate from required quality properties, are inevitable and need to be systematically detected, tracked, and resolved.
Assurance of software quality with testing alone is not enough since its effect comes late in development and is rather costly. Inspection can be applied early in the life cycle, immediately after the development of a product, and has established an impressive track record to find defects in software development products in time to determine product quality and to save rework later in the project [12] . A goal for product quality assessment is to find as many defects in the products as possible [6] , while from an economic point of view inspections are an investment in quality assurance that should optimize the costs and benefits involved [9] .
A number of variations for inspection processes have been suggested and tried [16] . All inspection processes include steps for individual defect detection and for defect collection, which may include a team meeting. A basic question is whether defect detection during inspection is an individual activity, where inspectors find most of the defects before or instead of a meeting, or rather a group activity, where most defects are detected during discussion in a meeting. According to Johnson [14] and Votta [26] meetings have often little detection effect, but may lengthen the duration of an inspection considerably. In all cases, intensive individual defect detection work is an important prerequisite for fruitful elicitation of defects.
An important focus of research has been on defect detection process effectiveness and efficiency [1] , [17] , [18] , [20] . Team size, document quality and size, and the defect detection process the inspectors in the team use are expected to have an important impact on the number of defects the team finds during inspection. Reading techniques used in the individual defect detection step of an inspection have shown to considerably impact the individual defect detection effectiveness and efficiency [17] , [23] . In practice, having more inspectors on a team typically increases the inspection interval, mostly due to people's schedule [21] .
Distributed software development at geographically distant locations would benefit from inspection variants that are sufficiently effective without the need for all inspectors to meet in person at a given place. Although inspectors may share their results via web or email, there is so far very little empirical evidence that communication of defect information among inspectors yields significant gains regarding inspection effectiveness.
In this work, we focus on nominal teams, which consist of individual inspectors who do not communicate with each other as part of inspection. Nominal inspection teams can help to minimize inspection overhead, and to lower inspection costs and duration.
Inspection leaders who plan an inspection need input on the likely effort and performance of candidate inspection designs to plan the schedule and team size for a given inspection and to prepare the inspection packages for individual inspectors. The inspection packages for individual inspectors should include information on the planned effort for the inspection to enable inspectors to fit their inspection tasks into their work schedules. So far, there is little empirical information available on the effort inspection techniques need for best results and the effectiveness of these techniques for different levels of actual inspection effort invested.
In this work, we investigate in a descriptive empirical study the relationship of the inspection factors team size, reading techniques, and inspection duration with the defect detection effectiveness and cost-benefit of a nominal inspection team. Empirical investigation of the performance of nominal teams is a basis for determining the value of communication in an inspection team. The performance of an inspection process for different inspection durations is an important aspect to investigate since inspection duration is a major cost factor. We employ a statistical model from recent research [3] , which uses the empirically measured probability distribution of defects found by a population of inspectors, who used a particular inspection technique, to compute the defect detection effectiveness, cost, and benefit of hypothetical nominal teams. A hypothetical nominal team consists of an arbitrary combination of average inspectors from a set of inspector populations, e.g., inspectors using one from a set of defect detection techniques.
For the empirical study, we collected time-stamped defect data from inspectors who read up to eight hours in a controlled experiment. We investigate the effort used for a given reading technique, the effect of actual inspection duration on the effectiveness of a given reading technique for single inspectors and teams, and determine the optimal mix of defect detection techniques for a nominal team of given team size and given optimization criteria using a statistical model. Note that in this paper the term "optimal" refers to the maximization of model output rather than of real-world data. To stress this fact, we use the terms "model-based optimal" and "hypothetically optimal" throughout the paper.
For these hypothetically optimal nominal teams, we investigate the differences in composition for the optimization criteria effectiveness and net gain; the performance difference of optimal nominal teams to teams of the same size which use only the best reading technique, and how the level of invested inspector time influences the composition of the optimal nominal team.
The purpose of this study is descriptive in a certain context (rather than prescriptive for a general context) to analyze the trade-off between factors, such as the inspection process and team size, and to encourage further studies on the topic of time usage in inspection and its effect on inspection effectiveness and cost-effectiveness in a variety of inspection contexts.
Section 2 summarizes related work on reading techniques for an inspection team. Section 3 describes a statistical model to calculate expected values for nominal inspection teams based on inspection data, research questions and evaluation criteria for inspection performance, and expectations for the experiment. Section 4 describes the empirical investigation. Section 5 reports the results of the experiment and analysis. Section 6 discusses the study results, draws conclusions, and suggests further work.
READING TECHNIQUES FOR SOFTWARE INSPECTION
Most organizations follow a three-step inspection procedure of individual defect detection, defect collection, and defect repair [16] . These software inspection processes generally include managerial and editorial steps for inspection planning and reporting, which are distinct from the defect detection and collection work of the inspection team. Inspection planning deals with inspection team size and the number and sequence of inspection steps, i.e., individually reading documents for defect detection and team meetings for collection and classification of defects. Recent inspection research approaches aim at improving and supporting the steps of individual defect detection and inspection team meeting to optimize the overall inspection result [1] , [13] , [19] . The effectiveness of an inspection process is defined as the ratio of defects found to the total number of defects in a given defect class in the product. Surveys report a large variation of effectiveness, effort, and inspection duration with respect to the inspection approaches used [16] , [21] . Several studies (see, e.g., [14] and [26] ) question the detection effectiveness of the meeting for the collection step. In this paper, we focus on the individual defect detection step and investigate variations from detection techniques. A defect detection technique is designed to help the inspector uncover defects in associated target defect classes.
Reading for Individual Defect Detection
Reading is a key activity in defect detection to understand a given software artifact representation and compare it to a set of expectations regarding structure, content, and desired qualities. The recognition of differences between expectations and the artifact helps to spot defects. Reading of software artifacts has been identified as a process for scientific study [1] , [23] . Inspectors often have to learn how to read and analyze documents for particular purposes.
An ad hoc inspection depends completely on the capability of the inspector and not on a repeatable defect detection process. Systematic reading techniques (RTs) aim at removing this disadvantage and assist the reader in extracting, gathering, and understanding the information necessary to assess certain quality requirements. An RT consists of a series of steps that aim at deep understanding of particular aspects of a document or set of documents with active reading work and selective inspection that focuses on the abstraction and use of information [1] . The document type, its size, structure, and content of information, as well as the kind of defects to be detected require a choice of inspection material that provides the inspector with a conceptually whole unit for inspection [15] . A good RT uses the available knowledge on the structure of a document to provide the reader with "advance organizers" that guide him to the most important portions of the document and provide an "assimilative context" which helps fast and deep understanding [23] .
Important characteristics of an RT [16] are: its usability regarding the guidance of the reader, the adaptability to a range of different document notations and typical sets of defects, the person-independent repeatability of results, the coverage of important quality aspects, and the focus it assigns to the inspectors in a team on different aspects of the document and target defects.
Checklist-Based Reading
A checklist is a general RT, which typically consists of a set of general questions regarding defect types or symptoms to look for in a particular document type, usually independent from a specific notation [9] . The checklist assists the inspector in remembering, which aspects are to be checked, but offers little guidance on what specifically to do. The inspector has to map checklist questions to tasks and plan how to traverse the document. The reading process that builds up on a given checklist is often not repeatable and prone to human variability and fallibility. In most cases, one checklist is used by all inspectors in a team which does not focus or coordinate the work of different team members and may lead to a waste of effort in the team. Checklists can cover a broad range of issues but may require the inspector to read through the document several times sequentially. This limits the applicability to documents of limited size, or makes inspectors decide ad hoc which parts of the document to actually inspect, which should actually be part of inspection planning.
Scenario-Based Reading
Scenario-based reading (SBR) [1] , [23] uses procedures to detect specific classes of defects. Based on the document or entity of inspection and information that is supposed to be important to a stakeholder in development, a scenario consists of three parts: 1) introduction of role and interest, 2) how to extract information, and 3) questions that can be answered with the extracted information. The scenarios guide readers through a document with a particular emphasis or viewpoint and, thus, must be combined to provide complete coverage of the document. A scenario must be tailored to fit the document and reading purposes [23] : Starting with a document, the scenario builder asks in what phases the document is needed, which tasks it supports, which information is therefore most important and which are good ways to organize that information.
Scenarios offer algorithmic guidance and encourage the reader to actively work with the document by taking notes, annotating the document, and constructing a mental model, which is supposed to lead to more coherence in the particular view of a reader. The scenario gives guidance on different levels of detail starting at major organizational entities and teaching inspectors how to recognize them, then to actively abstract relevant information and to integrate this new information with the analysis so far. These steps are repeated on several levels of detail. The goal is to instill the reader with "internal semantic structure" which is "resistant to forgetting and accessible to a variety of transformations" [23] , especially to open-ended questions at the end of each abstraction step.
As each reader produces artifacts during his work the process conformance can be checked. The focus on different aspects of a document is to lower the cognitive overhead of reading, to focus on particular defects, and to generally coordinate the members of an inspection team.
Specific SBR techniques are perspective-based reading which exploits different viewpoints of customers of a software artifact and, traceability-based reading, which compares different viewpoints of (object-oriented) models of a software system.
Perspective-based reading [1] , [17] , [23] is a SBR technique that focuses on the point of view of the customers of a software artifact, e.g., users, designers, or testers of a requirements document. The perspectives of the stakeholders of an artifact define the quality properties a stakeholder is interested in and particularly able to check. For each customer perspective, there can be a scenario to produce a model, e.g., a user manual for the user's view, high-level design sequence diagrams for the designer's view, or test cases for the tester's view. These models can be analyzed to answer questions based on the particular perspective's qualities.
Traceability-based reading [25] is a SBR technique designed to uncover inconsistencies between multiple views on an object-oriented software system. These software requirements artifacts typically consist of descriptions for functional and nonfunctional requirements of the future system in natural language and model notations, e.g., UML class, state, or sequence diagrams. They need checks for horizontal consistency to avoid contradictions between models in the same development stage and vertical consistency to trace correct refinement through the different development stages [15] . Traceability-based reading describes how to perform correctness and consistency checks among various UML models. Due to this specific focus on a limited set of important defects, the technique is to be used in combination with other RTs for complete coverage of a system description.
Empirical Investigation of Reading Techniques
The following expectations have been stated for the effect of SBR compared to less systematic techniques:
. The focus and guidance of SBR relieve the inspector of unnecessary overhead and make him more effective and efficient in his role than without guidance. Further, the guidance prevents the reader from falling into patterns of uncritical acceptance [23] . SBR is to be less dependent on human factors. . SBR is more effective in a group since inspectors are more effective in their particular focus and there is lower overlap between inspectors. According to empirical studies [17] , differences in the effectiveness of inspector groups came more from differences in the effectiveness of the individual inspector than from differences in the overlap of inspection groups. Defect detection techniques which lead to particularly high overlap will lower group effectiveness, but we are not aware of reports on empirical results regarding lower group effectiveness from excessive overlap. . SBR is more cost-effective in a group as there is less overhead during reading due to the guidance and less waste from defects found by more than one inspector. Experiments with a variety of SBR techniques have been reported: Basili et al. [1] and Ciolkowski et al. [7] report on experiments on the inspection of requirements documents in natural language with professional subjects as well as students, where perspective-based reading performed better than checklist-based reading.
The focus of these experiments was on the feasibility of reading techniques [25] and on the comparison of their overall effectiveness and efficiency of individuals and teams [1] , [7] . Different reading efforts have been considered only inherently by comparing the efficiency, i.e., the overall number of defects found per hour of reading. So far, there has been no investigation of the effort necessitated by different RTs and the relation of the RT used to the effectiveness of an inspection for given inspection durations.
Many experiments report rather short reading durations of two hours up to four hours. An inherent assumption is that all inspectors can complete the RT process within the allotted time. In development practice, larger artifacts make longer reading duration or more sessions necessary [15] . There is little information on the effect of limited time slots, which may be too short for the execution of the full reading technique, on inspection effectiveness. This kind of information would help to decide during inspection preparation on providing variants for defect detection scenarios, if time is found to run short during defect detection.
In this work, we investigate the relationship of reading effort and the effect of using RTs in some detail.
. The different RTs let the readers execute different processes and tasks. How long do inspectors read on average who use a particular RT? . For a set of RTs: Do the defect detection effectiveness profiles over time of the "average inspector" who uses a particular RT differ from the profiles of other RTs? How is the effectiveness of using a RT for a set of target defects related to inspection duration? . Based on the performance of the average inspector who uses a given RT, we model in retrospection the performance of nominal teams to determine hypothetically optimal mixes of RTs in a team for a given inspection duration.
COST-BENEFIT MODELING OF NOMINAL TEAMS
Inspection leaders generally want to maximize inspection effectiveness and net gain, based on a given team size or time budget available. For this purpose, they need information on which combination of defect detection process, team size, and inspection duration would be close to optimal in their context. In this section, we describe a cost-benefit model from [3] to calculate the net gain of an inspection and a statistical model to determine the performance of a nominal team of average inspectors without the need for sampling.
A Cost-Benefit Model for Inspection
We define the economic benefit of an inspection to be the saved future effort for development due to better quality input for development and project planning. We distinguish minor and major defects according to the increased cost to find and remove them in later stages of development or operation. Gilb and Graham [9] assume average savings of eight staff hours for a major defect and a savings of one staff hour for a minor defect. The benefit of a given defect depends on the difficulties this defect would have caused in a hypothetic project context, which is not a fixed value but can be modeled with a probability distribution of expected savings. In this work, we use the most likely value of a triangle distribution for defects in a severity class as a starting point for more refined benefit models. The benefit of an inspection I for a given defect class dc depends on the number of defects in the class originally in the product (N), the average benefit per defect in this class (B), and the effectiveness of the inspection (E) to uncover defects in this class (see (1)).
BenefitðI; dcÞ ¼ NðdcÞ Á BðdcÞ Á EðI; dcÞ: ð1Þ
The overall benefit is the sum of the benefits for all defect classes. Note that a defect class can only yield a substantial contribution to the overall benefit, if all three variables show sufficiently high values: Defect classes with particularly few defects in the product, low benefit per defect, or a low effectiveness do not contribute well to the overall inspection benefit. During inspection preparation assumptions (and historical data) on these three parameters are a major point for deciding whether an inspection approach in general and the employment of specific inspection techniques in particular is likely to be cost-effective.
Inspection costs depend on the inspection effort in staff hours of reading of inspector i on team T. In practice, further indirect costs (e.g., overhead, project delay and opportunity costs) may be considered (see also [4] ). The net gain is the difference between inspection benefits and inspection costs of a team or an inspector.
Calculation of the Defect-Detection Performance of Nominal Inspection Teams
For the evaluation of nominal inspection teams, we use a statistical model presented in [3] , which is based on the assumption of defect detection by independently working groups. This model does not apply sampling techniques but uses the full empirical information to calculate the expected team performance. The team size and the number of inspectors from certain inspector populations (in our case inspectors who use a given RT) define an inspection team. Briefly summarized (for a detailed description including all formulas and derivations see [3] ), the model computes the probability of a certain team to find each specific defect using the relative frequency of detection of this defect in the empirical sample of inspectors from the involved populations. The probability of a given defect to be found by an inspection team that consists of a combination of inspectors from different populations is 1 minus the probability that no team member finds the defect (2). In (2), PðdÞ denotes the probability of a team to find a given defect d; ps is a specific population sample of inspectors out of a set of populations (Pops), e.g., RTs; p ps is the probability that an inspector in that population sample finds this defect; and n p s is the number of team members from that particular population.
The expected number of defects D the team is to find from the set of defects N originally in the product is then calculated as a weighted sum (3). The weights WðdcÞ can be equal for all defects or can select certain defect classes (e.g., 1 for major defects and 0 for minor defects). In addition to the mean, the model also derives the variance and covariances of the team performances, which allows applying statistical tests.
In Fig. 1a , the left matrix illustrates an example calculation of the defect detection probability for an average inspector in an inspector population, while the right matrix shows the aggregation of the defect detection probability for a team made up of inspectors from three populations.
For the inspectors (I 1 to I m ) and defects (D 1 to D n ) in the matrix, a 0/1 denotes whether a defect was found by a particular inspector. The column avg. shows the probability of an average inspector to find a particular defect; the weighted sum summarizes the overall effectiveness of an inspector in this population.
In the right-hand matrix: For a team of size k, composed of inspectors from three populations Pop 1 to Pop 3 (where n ps is the number of inspectors from the respective populations in the team and k is the sum of n ps over all populations), the columns list the effectiveness of an average inspector from a population. The right-most column calculates the team effectiveness for each defect (2) and a weighted sum for the overall team effectiveness (3).
This model enables us to take the inspection duration into consideration using an inspector-defect detection matrix that holds all the defects found in the observed time frame. Therefore, we can observe how team performance varies over time given a certain team structure (i.e., size and combination of reading techniques).
We can use this statistical framework to optimize team structure with respect to 1) defect detection effectiveness or 2) inspection net gain from an economic point of view. Given an inspection team size, the numerical optimization approach calculates the target variable for all valid team combinations and then selects a combination that maximizes the target variable.
Research Questions for the Influence of Inspection Factors
Apart from the general potential influence of given inspection context variables, like the number of defects, document size and complexity, on inspection effectiveness, the main drivers for inspection effectiveness in the costbenefit model that can be chosen by the inspection leader are: the team size, the inspection effort, and the combination of defect detection techniques applied. So far, there is very little data reported on the performance of an average inspector who uses a particular defect detection technique: 1) How much time is needed to execute the process, if there is no limit imposed? 2) How many defects get found in a certain time frame (with the time cut off due to time limits)? We describe empirical data for a specific context with one document and set of defects.
On team level, we investigate the following issues regarding the impact of process, team size, and duration on effectiveness and net gain.
1.
Nominal teams, which apply a model-based optimal combination of defect detection techniques, perform better than teams, which apply only one defect detection technique. We investigate reading techniques that aim at different sets of defects and thus are more effective when combined than if used separately. A given reading technique may be more effective than others for a set of defects: the best individual reading technique (BIT) for this set of defects. Adding more inspectors of only this RT, 1 forming a BIT team, will quickly exhaust the supply of defects in this set, but leave other classes of defects in the product undetected. An alternative approach is to choose a hypothetically optimal combination (OPT) from all possible combinations of inspectors, who use different RTs, in a team of a certain size. Above a certain team size, we expect an OPT team to be more effective than a BIT team. 2. Rank the impact of process mix and team size on inspection performance. We compare the performance improvement of an OPT over a BIT of a particular team size to the performance improvement from adding another inspector to the BIT team. The motivation for this research topic is to compare the performance improvement of two different strategies. The first one is to optimize team structure for a given team size (i.e., change team structure from BIT to OPT). The second strategy is to simply increase the team size of the BIT by adding another inspector applying the best individual defect detection technique. 3. Describe the relationship of inspection performance and resources invested.
a. The increase of effectiveness for a given defect class diminishes per unit of investment (staff hours) with higher investment levels. More time for inspection is expected to lead to more defects found for an inspector team of a given size, but at a diminishing rate for longer reading since there are fewer new defects left to be found. This expectation also holds for additional inspectors and a given inspection reading time period. b. For a given inspection duration there is a team size that maximizes the net gain of the inspection. The diminishing added defect detection effectiveness per added inspector will at some point let the associated benefit fall to the level of added cost for this inspector. An investment beyond this point decreases the net gain of the inspection (see also [27] ).
An inherent assumption of these expectations is that major defects, that yield a particularly high benefit, are found at a similar rate as all defects over the duration of an inspection, i.e., they are not found late in inspection.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
For empirically evaluating the above expectations, we conducted a controlled experiment with regard to RTs in an academic environment. In this section, we briefly summarize experiment information relevant for the investigation in this work. 
Experimental Context and Subjects
The experiment was part of a two-semester university software development workshop that taught more than 200 undergraduate students on how to develop a medium-sized software product. There were 169 students who participated in the experiment. The participants had a varying degree of development experience. While all of them knew how to develop small programs, about 10 percent had professional experience with the development of larger systems.
The inspection was part of the workshop curriculum to make the student developers familiar with the requirements they were to implement. They were well motivated to find all defects that might hinder their development work.
Experimental Material
The inspected artifact was a requirements document describing a distributed administrative information system for managing ticket sales. The document notation was text in natural language (introduction, business functions, and nonfunctional requirements) and graphical models (an object-oriented class model and class description, and a relational database model).
The size of the document was 35 pages containing 9,000 words, 6 diagrams, and 86 reseeded defects. The defects were the ones that have been found during the development of the requirements. All defects could be found without need for reference to external documentation.
A defect in the requirements document was classified as missing, unnecessary, wrong, ambiguous, or inconsistent information [1] . The defects in the inspection object were classified as minor or major by the experiment team. Minor defects represent a local problem, major defects may be hard to find during development and require multiple changes. The document contained 38 major defects.
Experimental Goals and Variables
The main goal of this experiment was to evaluate the influence of different reading techniques, i.e., checklistbased reading and scenario-based reading (independent variable) on inspection performance of individuals. We aimed at analyzing the influence of manipulating the independent variable on a range of dependent variables (DV) with respect to various context variables (CV). In the following, we briefly summarize the dependent and context variables:
. Defect Detection Matrix including Timestamps (DV): A matrix that describes, either on an individual or on a team level, which defect was found at what time by which inspector. . Effectiveness (DV): The ratio of defects found to all defects present in a given defect class, e.g., "all defects" or "major defects." . Efficiency (DV): The number of defects found per staff hour. . Defect classification on reference defects and defects found (CV): The defect classification includes the severity and likelihood of the impact of a defect on later development effort.
Note that the variables team size and composition and reading duration as well as assumptions on costs and benefits related to software inspection are input to the analysis model described in Section 3.2 and not part of the experiment variables.
Experimental Conduct
The experiment itself consisted of a training phase, individual preparation, and a meeting phase. During the experiment each team was assigned a supervisor who supported, instructed, and monitored the team in each phase.
In the training phase, the subjects were taught inspection methods, their assigned defect detection technique, and the experimental procedure. Moreover, the subjects performed an exercise inspection on a sample software requirements document to familiarize themselves with the inspection process and the forms.
During the individual preparation phase, inspection teams met but each team member applied the assigned defect detection technique independently to scrutinize the document for defects. Immediately after individual preparation, students had to enter their defect data in a webbased tool and to hand over all experiment material to their supervisor.
Supervisors then performed simple data consistency checks and verified that the electronic data matched the paper-based data. Furthermore, they matched defects reported and true reference defects.
Experimental Design and Validity Considerations
As any empirical study, this experiment exhibits a number of threats to internal and external validity [22] , [28] . The primary threat to internal validity is selection. This comes from the selection of subjects and their assignments to particular treatments. In our case, we used randomization to avoid systematic bias from selection. The subjects in our experiment had a varying degree of development experience. In a pretest, supervisors determined development and general problem-solving skills of the students and assigned each to one of three student populations: students with excellent skills, students with medium skills, and students with little skills. In this pretest, students had to write a small requirements/design document including information on the application domain and the database. Further, they had to develop an object-oriented application with appropriate functionality. Grading was based on an interview where supervisors controlled the documentation, tested the program, and checked the student's understanding. To ensure homogenous development teams, we randomly selected students from each population to form teams. The inspectors were randomly assigned to a defect detection approach (using a checklist or one of three scenario-based viewpoints, see [1] , [18] ).
A second threat to internal validity is process conformance. To address this issue, we checked whether the subjects performed the required tasks for the scenario-based approach in a qualitative manner (e.g., whether they created the models or test cases). Furthermore, supervisors monitored inspectors during all experiment steps and ensured process adherence.
A third threat to internal validity arises from the fact that we did not control for inspection duration, which rather depends on the defect detection technique used. However, as our results are descriptive rather than prescriptive, we do not think that this impedes the validity of our results.
A fourth threat to internal validity is data consistency. In our experimental design, the main threat to data consistency arises from the fact that inspectors take all their notes on paper during inspection, and then enter their information into a data collection tool. In order to verify the consistency between paper-based and collected information, inspection supervisors checked the completeness and validity of the collected defect and effort data immediately after each experiment step. This work included comparing paper-based information produced during inspection with the inspection data collected electronically. This was somewhat tedious work, but the only possible way to guarantee sufficient data quality.
Finally, we want to deal with false positives, which may represent another threat to internal validity. In our opinion, false positives do not represent a significant threat for the analysis presented in this paper. False positives are to a certain extent a general side effect of inspections, which is rather difficult to control for in an experiment. In our case, students received detailed information and examples on defects to limit a systematic influence of false positives.
With respect to external validity,we took a specification from a real application context to deal with an inspection object that was, to our experience, representative of an industrial development situation. The document size and defect density were somewhat above the levels from other reported experiments [1] , [17] , but not particularly high compared to documents in industrial practice [8] .
Moreover, we used inspection activities that had been implemented in a number of professional development environments [16] .
The subjects were students participating in a university course. As pointed out in the literature [8] , students may not be representative of real developers. However, Höst et al. [11] observe no significant differences between students and professionals for small tasks of judgment. According to Tichy [24] , using students as subjects is acceptable if students are appropriately trained and the data is used to establish a trend. These requirements are both fulfilled in our case and, therefore, we do not think that inspection data from professionals would yield significantly different results. Nevertheless, we suggest further work to clarify the effect of reading techniques with professional subjects.
Another threat to external validity arises from the definition of major and minor defects. A group of supervisors determined for each reference defect its appropriate severity taking into consideration the potential impact of each defect on later development. This was rather easy, as we had to really develop the system specified in the inspection object for later phases of the software engineering workshop. Therefore, we had a good indication how each defect would have influenced the development of the system. Thus, we believe that this threat does not seriously impact the external validity of our results.
Finally, the assumptions for benefits associated with the detection of different defects can distort results. However, we used rather cautious estimates. This means that our analysis rather underestimates the potential benefits of inspection.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Inspectors read effectively for up to eight hours. (Some inspectors read longer than eight hours, but did not find defects after the eighth hour.) To investigate the influence of different reading durations on the defect detection effectiveness with a given RT, we gathered time-stamped defect data: Each inspector recorded the time when he found a defect. From this data, we calculated the overall effectiveness, the effectiveness to detect major defects, and the net gain for a single inspector in a given inspector population and inspection duration.
Inspection Performance of an Average Inspector
In the results section, we use abbreviations for the inspector populations: Inspectors who used a checklist are denoted with CBR, scenario-based readers with SBR, the roles user, designer, and tester with SBR-U, SBR-D, and SBR-T, respectively. Table 1 gives an overview on the number of inspectors in an inspector population sample who were still reading in a specific time frame 2 (e.g., 85 CBR inspectors were still reading after two hours; one stopped before two hours; and 27 stopped before four hours). The experiment started with 169 inspectors. Most read up to four hours, 60 percent up to six hours, and 27 percent longer. For a given time frame (two, four, six, or eight hours) relatively more CBR inspectors than 2. The average inspection duration for readers who stopped reading before 2, 4, 6, or 8 hours was 2.0, 3.8, 5.6, and 7.6 hours, respectively, with only small differences among the reader populations.
TABLE 1 Number of Inspectors Who Read at the Beginning of a Given Time Slice
SBR inspectors read in the population samples: 67 percent CBR inspectors read up to six hours, only 50 percent of SBR inspectors and 44 percent of role SBR-T read that long. The SBR readers read in similar proportion for a given length up to six hours. Only 10 percent of the SBR readers read longer than six hours, apart from SBR-D readers, where 24 percent read over six hours. Table 2 compares the effectiveness of inspectors over time using a specific RT to find all defects and major defects. For all inspector populations, the effectiveness rises with the duration of the inspection. Yet, there is no significant gain of effectiveness after six hours of reading. Some populations even show a drop in effectiveness, e.g., SBR-T (note, that only three SBR-T inspectors remained after six hours). Apparently, some readers with particularly low effectiveness read longer than the more effective readers and lower the average. As there are only few readers from SBR who read past six hours, we do not use defect data from this time range to calculate our modelbased optimal RT combinations.
The efficiency, defined as the number of defects found per staff hour, falls on average with longer inspection duration from over four defects per hour after two hours of reading down to 2.2 defects per hour after eight hours of reading.
Based on the cost-benefit model, which assumes a benefit of one hour for a minor and of eight hours for a major defect, the ranking of the net gain of a single inspector corresponds well to his/her effectiveness to find major defects for a given inspection duration. The best net gain of an average single inspector in a population is 67 hours for a SBR-U reader after six hours reading.
Based on this defect data, we computed the model-based optimal combination of RTs team (OPT) and the best individual RT team (BIT) regarding the optimization criteria effectiveness and net gain for team sizes of 2 to 20 inspectors, and inspection durations of two, four, and six hours. An OPT consists of a mix of RTs that maximize the given optimization criterion for a given team size and reading duration (see Section 3.2). A BIT consists of a given number of inspectors who all use the RT that optimizes the given optimization criterion for a single inspector.
We tested the significance (on a 90 percent level) of differences between team performance levels with the t-test.
Team Optimization for Effectiveness
From the empirical defect detection information on single inspectors, we compute the effectiveness of teams of 2 to 20 inspectors for inspection durations of two, four, and six hours. Table 3 contains the hypothetically optimal combination of RTs team (OPT) that maximizes inspection effectiveness for a given inspection duration and team size. In the combination, the RTs are denoted by a single character C, U, D, or T for CBR, SBR-U/D/T readers and the cardinality of inspectors with this RT in the OPT, e.g., C2U for a team consisting of two CBR readers and one SBR-U reader.
Based on Table 2 , the choice of mixes optimal in our model seems obvious. However, this is not the case because the effectiveness of inspectors does not simply cumulate due to defect overlap (i.e., the same defect found by more than one inspector in a team). Therefore, the results presented here are particularly interesting because they incorporate both dimensions, effectiveness and defect overlap, for the selection of an hypothetically optimal team structure.
For small OPTs, the most effective RTs are chosen first, while for larger teams RTs get added that are not very effective but yield at least some effectiveness gain for a broad range of defects. The RTs SBR-U and SBR-T are more focused on major defects than CBR and SBR-D, which find a wider range of defects. For six or more inspectors in a team, all RTs are combined.
Above four inspectors in a team, the effectiveness gain of an OPT over the BIT of the same size is at least 10 percent of the BIT effectiveness and the performance increase due to the hypothetically optimal RT mix is higher than adding another inspector to the BIT.
For the OPT, the first 12 staff hours yield close to 40 percent effectiveness, the second 12 staff hours yield close to another 20 percent, and the third 12 staff hours yield around additional 10 percent effectiveness. Table 3 contains the OPTs for major defect detection effectiveness. For an inspection duration of two hours, CBR readers are not part of the OPT even for large teams. For this time frame, CBR inspectors are much less effective to find major defects and probably overlap with the defects found by SBR roles so they do not offer any effectiveness benefit.
The effectiveness levels of OPTs for major defects are similar to the effectiveness of all defects. In this experiment, major defects were not harder to find than minor defects. The effectiveness levels of teams optimized for all defects or for major defects do not significantly differ for teams of six or more. Fig. 1b shows the effectiveness of OPTs and best individual RT teams (BITs) for two, four, and six hours of reading (denoted as BIT2h to OPT6h) for teams of up to 20 inspectors. The OPT and BIT curves originate in a common point at one inspector, the shorter the reading duration the lower the curve starts. From the common point, the OPT curve is the higher one of the pair, and the BIT curve the lower one. The OPT curve is higher than the BIT curve by more than 30 percent for two hours of reading and by more than 10 percent for longer inspection durations. The effectiveness of an OPT is significantly (p < 0.1) higher than the effectiveness of the corresponding BIT for teams of eight or more inspectors for all durations.
For major defects, the difference between OPTs and BITs increases with larger team size. To reach a given effectiveness level, the OPT needs some 25 percent fewer inspectors than the BIT.
The effectiveness of a model-based optimal inspection team of a given team size of two or more inspectors increased significantly (p < 0.01) when adding two hours more reading time, e.g., OPT4h compared to OPT6h for all as well as for major defects.
The curves with longer reading duration start out steeper for small teams but get less steep than the curves with shorter inspection duration for large teams. A certain gain in effectiveness is much more costly for higher effectiveness levels: For an OPT with six hours of reading, the first 40 percent effectiveness cost 12 staff hours, the second 40 percent 42 staff hours more, then even 10 percent more cost another 54 staff hours.
For major defects, the effectiveness of an OPT team is significantly (p < 0.1) higher for teams of six or more inspectors for all durations compared to the corresponding BIT. At 16 inspectors, the effectiveness curves of the OPT for two hours of inspection and of the BIT for six hours cross. With the RT combination optimal in our model, a team of the same size can be more effective than a suboptimal team which reads almost three times as long.
For all defects, the effectiveness of hypothetically optimal inspection teams who invested the same amount of staff hours into reading (tested pair-wise for 12 staff hour increments of 12 to 48 staff hours) did not significantly vary, apart from the model-based optimal teams for two and four hours of reading, who read for 12 staff hours (p < 0.06). Table 3 shows an overview of OPTs for maximizing the net gain. The combinations are similar to the OPTs that maximize the effectiveness to detect major defects since major defects yield a high benefit and the inspection duration (and thus the cost in staff hours) is constant for each time frame. The net gain increases, if the benefit added by an inspector is higher than his added cost.
Team Optimization for Inspection Gain
Diminishing effectiveness gains correspond to diminishing benefit gains, the net gain peaks in our case at 75 percent to 85 percent effectiveness, with some 80 staff hours of inspection. Above that investment, effectiveness still increases, but the net gain diminishes. Sensitivity analysis shows for six hours of reading no significantly different net gain for OPTs from eight to 18 inspectors (48h to 108h investment, 75 to 90 percent effectiveness). Fig. 1c shows the net gain curves by team size for OPTs and BITs for two, four, and six hours of reading in a similar way as Fig. 1b . The circles depict the points of hypothetically optimal net gain for a given reading duration. For the same inspection duration, the OPT and the corresponding BIT differ considerably in their net gain (above a certain team size).
The BIT has a lower net gain and less inspection time; the OPT yields 30 to 40 percent more net gain than the corresponding BIT. The net gain of an OPT team is significantly (p < 0.1) higher for teams of four or more inspectors for all durations compared to the corresponding BIT.
The OPT of a given team size that read four hours had always a significantly (p < 0.1) higher net gain than an OPT that read for two hours.
The model-based optimal net gains do not differ considerably for a constant inspector-time investment level (e.g., 24 staff hours). Fig. 1d pictures the benefit of the defects from the last added inspector by team size of the OPTs for two, four, and six hours of reading. For a low number of inspectors, a higher reading duration yields also considerably more benefit. Above eight inspectors, the additional net gain from a new inspector is no more significantly different with respect to the inspection duration. Above 11 inspectors, the last inspector finds less than one major defect per hour, which bears the risk of investing inspector time without finding any defects.
A disadvantage of the net gain is its dependence on benefit assumptions. The cost per defect of the last inspector, which is the added cost for the last inspector added to the team in staff hours divided by the number of defects he adds to the team score, is independent from benefit assumptions. For a given inspection duration, this number rises with the falling additional effectiveness of the last inspector added. The additional net gain is positive, as long as the cost per defect of the last inspector is lower than the assumed benefit of a defect. Fig. 1e shows how many staff hours finding a major defect costs in a team of a certain size and composition. The top curve belongs to the OPT for six hours of reading, below are two pairs of curves for four and two hours of reading, where the upper curve belongs to the respective BIT and the lower to the OPT.
The cost per major defect of the last added inspector approximates in the cost-benefit model the lowest benefit per major defect that is necessary to increase the net gain for the team. The circles in Fig. 1e depict the number of defects where the cost curve of a team rises over hour eight hours per major defect, our assumption for the most likely benefit per major defect and, thus, the point where the hypothetically optimal net gain for this inspection duration is reached.
For suboptimal teams, the cost per defect rises faster than for model-based optimal teams. They reach their (lower) optimal net gain with fewer inspectors in our model. For a certain level of inspector-time investment, e.g., 24 staff hours, the cost per defect does not differ considerably.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The inspection team size and the set of defect detection techniques used by the team are major characteristics of the inspection design. For inspection planning, inspection leaders want to know the likely effort, effectiveness, and cost effectiveness of a given inspection design to choose the optimal design for their project goals.
This initial descriptive study provides empirical data from a large-scale experiment. The analysis shows how different team combinations (team size and reading techniques) and inspection durations influence inspection performance. Note that the presented results are not immediately applicable to inspection planning situations in practice. However, the analysis reveals important relationships that may also occur to some extent in other inspection environments. Therefore, we view this paper as a first step towards gathering evidence for improved inspection planning. With consideration to the specific parameters of this study (e.g., document size, defect density, inspector characteristics) the presented results can provide a data baseline for inspection planning to inspection leaders in practice. In the following, we briefly summarize main results of the paper and discuss in what way these results are particular to the experiment environment.
Regarding the effectiveness of inspectors applying different reading techniques we observed the following important characteristics: 1) The RTs differed considerably in their proportion of readers who read for longer than four hours. CBR readers in general read longer than SBR readers. 2) Inspector populations who used different reading techniques differed by their effectiveness to find given sets of defects (all defects or major defects). This result confirms reports in [2] . If inspection time is limited, it is important to plan and evaluate how long a given RT can be expected to take on average and how effective this RT will be in the available time frame. 3 With respect to team structure, we evaluated the following research questions (see also Section 3.3):
1. Nominal teams, which apply a model-based optimal combination of defect detection techniques, perform better than teams, which apply only one defect detection technique. This expectation was met for all optimal nominal teams for all optimization criteria, for all inspection durations, and all team sizes in our model. This result strongly supports to combine reading techniques that differ in their detection focus, even if some of the techniques are somewhat less effective than the best available RT.
Analyzing the influence of different reading techniques, it is especially interesting to notice that for all defects hypothetically optimal teams up to a team size of three only consist of SBR inspectors for inspections up to two hours. This indicates that SBR combinations are preferred for short inspections in small teams. This effect is further emphasized for major defects where SBR outperforms CBR. For major defects, CBR inspectors are only added to teams larger than 10 inspectors suggesting that SBR has a strong focus on and advantage in the detection of major defects. 2. Rank the impact of process mix and team size on inspection performance. Optimizing the process mix was on average more important for performance than an additional inspector for team sizes above four inspectors. 3. Describe the relationship of inspection performance and resources invested. In the investigation, major defects were not found later than minor defects. Further, team size was found to be interchangeable for inspection duration at a constant effort level (similar performance for similar effort in staff hours).
a. The increase of effectiveness for a given defect class diminishes per unit of investment (staff hours) with higher investment levels. This expectation was met both for adding another inspector to a team for a given inspection duration and for adding another time unit for a given team of inspectors: The effectiveness gain from the first to the third additional 12 staff hours decreased by around 50 percent for each increment, i.e., from 40 to 20 percent and finally 10 percent effectiveness gain. b. For a given inspection duration there is a team size that maximizes the net gain of the inspection. This expectation was met. Even for the model-based optimal combination of defect detection techniques, the cost per defect for an additional inspector is at some point higher than a given benefit threshold for the average (major) defect. The net gain depends on assumptions of the benefit per defect, the number of defects in the product, and the effectiveness of the inspection team. For nominal teams optimal in our model and a given inspection duration with growing team size, the net gain in our model quickly approached a plateau and stayed there before going down considerably. This suggests for practice that choosing the number of inspectors above a certain minimal team size has less influence on the net gain than selecting a near-optimal combination of reading techniques for the team. Note that hypothetically optimal team sizes may also vary depending on the size of artifact, the capability of inspectors, and the expected number of defects in the artifact.
The cost model used considers only direct reading cost. If overhead costs per inspector are considered, less inspectors and a somewhat longer reading time are favored. Of course, extending the inspection duration increases inspection effectiveness only to the point in time when all inspectors using a given inspection process have finished. The benefit gain per added inspector for large model-based optimal teams was found to be independent of the inspection duration.
The experiment was conducted with students, who are expected to be less effective finding defects than professionals. For more effective inspectors, the results of this work are still valid, as the defects in the product would be found with somewhat smaller teams or with less staff hours. Working with small teams bears more risks or opportunities as the individual differences between inspectors, which are averaged out in larger teams, have a stronger influence on the results.
As we found inefficient readers who read for over six hours but were less effective than the average inspector who read under six hours, the proper selection and training of inspectors gains importance for small teams. In this context, it becomes important to identify inspector skills, which influence inspection performance most. For a recent empirical evaluation of the influence of a set of inspector capabilities on inspection performance refer to [5] .
Nominal teams offer the opportunity to plan an inspection with more flexibility than inspection designs that mandate a team meeting. A nominal team allows the inspection manager to measure the effectiveness of distributed individual inspectors with given inspection tasks and to replan the assignment of certain tasks to the inspectors who are best in doing them, while cutting short ineffective inspection tasks. This paper is a first step towards inspection management based on performance data. However, both in research and practice, the high-quality data collection necessary for inspection management needs appropriate tool support. Inspection tools should provide support for on-line data collection, defect analysis, and inspection process monitoring for task effectiveness (see, e.g., [10] for an inspection tool based on a Group Support System) to enable fast feedback on the performance of the process in the observed environment.
In this study, the inspected document is somewhat larger than in other inspection experiments [1] , [17] (while it is still of small to medium size in development practice) and contains more defects, which translates into more effort for inspection. A long-term goal for further work is to make the defect detection process planable for industry-size artifacts and limited effort.
Another interesting issue in this context is the influence of time pressure on inspection performance, i.e., to evaluate how defect detection effectiveness and efficiency change if inspectors are only given a limited amount of time and have to adjust their process execution accordingly.
For further work, we suggest to investigate the application of reading technique tasks in more detail (sequence, duration, number of repetitions) to find out which of the tasks help to uncover defects most effectively and efficiently. The experiment provided initial quantitative evidence for the value of diversity to apply reading techniques in nominal teams. Further experimental evaluation serves to prepare the use of RTs in practice and to encourage rational and economic inspection planning.
In order to increase the external validity of reported results, it is important 1) to perform similar studies in different environments (e.g., with professionals, inspection objects of different types and sizes) and 2) to apply the same evaluation strategies to existing empirical data from other studies.
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